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The recent report about the arrest in the Moscow region of a Russian-born terrorist Yulai Davletbayev and the
liquidation of his two accomplices who took part in the military action against the NATO forces in Afghanistan before
plotting a terrorist act in Moscow raises a whole array of questions – not just about our security environment, but
about our information environment too. Why is the media feeding Americans and Russians the cold war style stories
about our nations, when the real enemy is acting against both of us? Why are we being constantly fed the traditional
menu of “junk food news” which actually blocks the public’s vision of really important news instead of enlightening
us on what is really going on? (For example, the heavy coverage of the “William Marries Kate” royal saga mysteriously squeezed out of the spotlight reports on attempts to censor the Internet via SOPA “copyright protection” Act;
equally extensive coverage of general Petraeus’ love affair jammed with its noise the sensitive question about certain
government ofﬁcials acquiring the right to
read the general’s personal correspondence.)

oBaMa’S
HypoCriSy
In an array of interviews, the reporters of the Voice of Russia’s
American and UK services have been
continuously trying to answer these
questions. On our waves, authors like
Mickey Huff, the director of the Project Censored, and Andy Lee Roth,
the author of research on Obama administration’s “police state” leanings,
had a chance to express themselves.
Why is denouncing this administration’s hypocrisy important?
Because during the last 20 years
the American government routinely
accused its opponents – the governments of Iraq, Libya and former Yugoslavia – of thwarting media freedom. It became a standard practice
actually. It is implied that denying to
people this fundamental human right
(freedom of speech) is reason enough
for war. But somehow this philosophy did not prevent the Obama administration from being involved in
some of the most damaging media
freedom scandals in the last several
decades. The seizure by the Obama
administration of two months of
phone records of The Associated
Press’ reporters, the scandal around
the the attempts by the IRS to target
conservative political groups, the seizure of the personal emails of the Fox
Channel’s reporter James Rosen are
just the most recent examples. In all
these cases, there was evidence of the
government’s coverup of unlawful
actions of certain officials, who obviously did not want the public to know
the “undesirable” truths.
In some cases, government-induced “blank spaces” in the media
can not only distort the public’s understanding of certain developments,
but lead to wrong government decisions. This is especially true when
the issue of terrorism is involved.
Here are some examples.
From the very start of the Syrian
conflict, the Voice of Russia reported on the presence of jihadist elements in the Syrian opposition and
on those elements’ links to al-Qaeda.
But the mainstream American press
remained largely deaf to this kind of
information until the end of 2012,
when the Al-Nusra Front, the Islamist
organization inside the Syrian opposition, openly declared its allegiance
to al-Qaeda. Before that, the Obama
administration already broke all diplomatic ties to the Syrian government and threw its lot with the rebels.
Meanwhile, the most recent report
by the Turkish service of the Voice
of Russia revealed that the Turkish
authorities detained several al-Nusra
members in Turkey’s southern Adana
province on suspicion of preparing a
terrorist explosion at the NATO’s
Incirlik base near the Syrian border.
Earlier the VoR’s Turkish service reported that Turkish special anti-terror
forces have detained 12 people suspected of having links with Al Nusra
Front carrying a 2 kilogram cylinder
with nerve agent sarin – a dreadful
chemical weapon.
The truth is that the Obama administration got entangled with terrorist forces probably intent on using
chemical weapons – but the press
was somehow “discouraged” from
reporting it.

Can
FreedoM
Be raTed?
The American traditional stance
on the issue of progress - to lead by
example - kept this country happily
aloof of Europe’s tribulations in the
nineteenth century and during much
of the twentieth century. But the benefit of the doubt, which Americans
traditionally gave to other countries’
ways of pursuing happiness, was in
a strange way denied to Russia and
a lot of other countries by the recent ideological “dynasty” of liberal
American diplomats-in-chief - from
Madeleine Albright to Hillary Clinton. These politicians were certainly
more teachers than “leaders by example” - not only in foreign, but also
in domestic politics. There was no
lack of “scientific” research to justify
this kind of attitude. Pushing Russia
to the very bottom of various international “transparence ratings” and
“freedom indexes” has become the
domineering fashion of the last two
decades. But can freedom of press
be measured and “rated”? And why
were the foreign policies of Madeleine Albright and Hillary Clinton
such disasters if indeed they were so
open to criticism and so free of ideological delusions, as their authors
claim they were?
We certainly FEEL what the absence of free press means. The impossibility to state one’s opinions
or to deliver to the public the information one considers important can
produce intense suffering and cost
dearly to society.

People sometimes go
to great lengths in
order to deliver their
message – and this is
an important way to
measure the freedom
of press in a certain
country. It is a common feature of dictatorships to put whistle-blowers before a
choice between silence or death and
lifelong suffering.
So, how can one “rate” the suffering of, say, Private Bradley Manning, who spent several years in
solitary confinement and is now
facing court-martial (with life
sentence) for making public certain documents which the government wanted to hide? “I want
public to see the truth, because
without information you cannot
make decisions,” Manning stated
at his trial. If such a phrase had
been uttered by a Russian serviceman accused of making government information public, this
person would certainly enjoy full
support of the Obama administration. So, why is this administration, after Manning’s pleading guilty to charges that could
bring him 20 years in prison, still
after putting him in jail for life?
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MainSTreaM delUSionS
Unfortunately, government control and draconian laws
are not the only enemies of the freedom of press. Experience shows that commonly held delusions can be as dictatorial as the much-maligned government control. This
is especially true in modern society, where, thanks to the
Internet, governments lost their monopoly on multiplying
delusions or enflaming passions.
By some twist of fate, Russia has become the focal
point of the “mainstream” Western delusions. There is no
need to go far in search of examples. When Russian president Vladimir Putin in 2003 opposed America’s decision
to “set Iraq free,” this stance of his was labeled “a throwback to Soviet past” and denounced as “an anti-American
move” by the bulk of the American media. Those of the
Russian media outlets that opposed the invasion were automatically supposed to be “unfree” or “under government control.” Now, with four thousand American lives
lost and Iraq bracing up for a civil war again, who cracked
up to be “unfree” of delusions and “anti-American”?
This is just one example of delusions stemming not
from government control, but from generally accepted
misconceptions spread by the mainstream media. The
general Western expectations of the dawn of democracy
in the Middle East, symbolized in the term of the “Arab
spring” (a clear reference to the anti-Soviet Prague spring
of 1968), immediately collided with Russia’s less optimistic expectations of the dawn of Islamism in power in

the region. This lack of enthusiasm on the part of Moscow was commonly explained in the United States by the
Kremlin’s fear of similar “democratic” developments in
Russia. Meanwhile, the developments that followed the
Arab Spring were anything but democratic. The American ambassador was murdered in Libya, which Mrs. Clinton expected to be “free” and “grateful” to its American
liberators. Now the former US representative in the UN,
Susan Rice, who presented this terrorist act as “expression of protest,” is going to be Obama’s chief adviser on
national security. Presumably “liberated” Egypt started
evicting Christians and other minorities. Ideas and facts
obviously did not jive well here. But this did not hamper
the liberal mainstream: if facts do not support their accepted ideological scheme, then so much worse for the
facts.
Instead of working on its errors, the Obama administration is silencing its critics. Instead of analyzing its policy
in Yemen, the American government, represented by the
administration’s Justice department, started tapping the
phones of the AP’s journalists investigating the CIA’s disruption of a Yemen-based terrorist plot. The AP’s head
Gary Pruitt, unraveling the story of this eavesdropping,
revealed the administration’s innovative way of silencing
the media: “The government is sending a message to officials that if you talk to the press, we are going to go after
you”.

wHy rUSSia?
Why has Russia become a focal point for the mainstream media delusions, which threaten freedom of press
sometimes more than the old-fashioned state control?
The reason is history. Undeniable crimes of Stalinism and
decades of justified American resistance to Stalinism’s
global ambition have provided a seemingly solid ground
for numerous negative misconceptions about modern
Russia, which is often presented as some modern version
of a Stalinist state. This simplification branches out into
misconceptions about other countries – for example, into
idealizing the Syrian opposition simply because it fights
a formerly pro-Soviet regime. The fact that yesterday’s
truths may become today’s stereotypes (and, in fact, tomorrow’s lies) is often forgotten.
A former friend of mine, a British journalist working as
the Moscow correspondent of an influential British newspaper, once had to leave for vacation and asked me to
replace him in case London wanted some stories from the
Russian capital during his absence. Here are his instructions. “Make sure your stories start with several potential
beginnings - “in another blow to Russia’s democracy” or

Voice of Russia is an international multimedia broadcasting company. The VoR radio service broadcasts to 160 countries in 38 languages for a total of
more than 150 hours every day, and streaming 24/7 on the Internet in 33 languages, all day, every day. http://english.ruvr.ru/ , http://voicerussia.com/

“in another sign of Putin’s support of anti-Western dictators”, he instructed me. Life (and journalism) is indeed an
easy game to play with this kind of worldview...
Actually, some of the phrases about freedom of press
uttered by prominent modern conservative thinkers from
the US could be very enlightening about Russia – when
applied to Russia, they break the net of lies that the liberal
mainstream press has created between an average Western reader and the Russian reality. For example, when
reading numerous Western liberal press reports about
the trial in Moscow against the anti-religious and antiChristian Pussy Riot punk band, I remembered a phrase
by Rush Limbaugh – a conservative thinker who does
not need to be introduced to a Washington Times’ reader:
“The way liberals are interpreting the First Amendment
today is that it prevents anyone who is religious from being in government. They say that violates the prohibition
against a merger of church and state.” One could say the
same about many of the Pussy Riot’s supporters’ interpretation of freedom of expression.
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affairs of any country»
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deSpiTe paST BlUnderS and preSenT
HoSTiliTy, rUSSia and THe US Can Be allieS
By Edward Lozansky and Vlad Sobell

More than two decades ago, in August 1991, Communist hardliners in
Moscow launched a coup against the
reformist regime of President Mikhail
Gorbachev. Thankfully, that insurrection quickly fizzled out and the menace of Communism was finally dealt a
fatal blow. The collapse of the Soviet
bloc in Eastern Europe ushered in the
unraveling of the Soviet Union itself.
The Cold War, with its threat of a nuclear Armageddon, was over.
Events of such magnitude demanded fresh and visionary thinking. For the
first time since the end of World War II
the European architecture was ripe for
reconstruction. The dismantling of the
Soviet bloc and the final settlement of
the post-war status of Germany made
possible that country’s reunification.
At the same time, the foundations were
laid for the integration of all European
countries under the EU and NATO.
Unfortunately, this historic opportunity to establish peace and harmony
in Europe was squandered. George
Bush Sr. was too preoccupied with
his 1992 re-election campaign to think
about Russia, while his NSC adviser,
Condoleezza Rice, was not of much
use, despite her PhD in Russian studies. But the most damage was done
by the Clinton and George Bush Jr.
administrations, which failed to realize
they were sowing the seeds of a new
conflict. While extending the NATO
umbrella to the former Soviet bloc
and even to the former Soviet Baltic
republics, the US failed to develop a
constructive policy toward Russia. The
vision and resolve that had sustained
the West during the Cold War and its
immediate aftermath appeared to have
suddenly dried up.
In the 1990s the West could have
tried to bring Russia fully on board:
that country could have been enlisted
as a member of NATO and granted
economic aid on a massive scale, not
unlike that dispensed under the Marshall Plan for the reconstruction of
post-war Europe. “A friend in need is
a friend indeed”, as was amply demon-

strated when US aid to defeated Germany and Japan proved instrumental in
turning both of those wartime foes into
America’s staunchest allies. However,
this wise approach was not applied to
Russia, which could have become another key member of the US-led alliance.
What assistance Russia did receive
was often misdirected and, arguably,
fell well short of what might have been
offered and what Russia desperately
needed. Amid collapsing industrial
output and the chronic social deprivation caused by the demise of its centrally planned system, Russia was subjected to the hasty introduction of cutthroat
capitalism based on the Washington
Consensus model, which included the rapid privatization
of its huge natural resources.
Instead of benefiting the Russian people, this “theft of the
century” (conceived and enforced by the IMF) brought yet
more hardship, while a small
group of newly baked Russian entrepreneurs became billionaires overnight –aided and
abetted by numerous Western
(chiefly American) advisers
who had flocked to Russia
often in pursuit of personal enrichment.
Thus, instead of serving as
the foundation of friendship,
US policy toward Russia in
the 1990s became a source of
resentment. This unfortunate
episode ended with the financial crisis and devaluation of
August 1998, when the follies
of that policy were fully exposed once and for all.
But the list of strategic blunders does not end there. As
soon as the Russian economy
started to recover following
the election of Vladimir Putin
as Russian president in early
2000, Western pundits and politicians bombarded his regime
with withering and often unfair

criticism. The increasingly popular Putin, perceived by most Russians as their
savior, was depicted in the West as an
illegitimate dictator bent on restoring
autocracy. The series of Western-aided
“color revolutions” in Russia’s neighborhood – most notably in Ukraine
in 2004 – posed a direct threat to the
Putin regime, prompting the Kremlin
to strengthen its defenses by deploying “controlled democracy”. This only
intensified the hostile media campaign
against Putin.
However, the most damaging strategic blunder came in August 2008,
when America’s close ally in the former Soviet Union, the president of the
Republic of Georgia Mikheil Saakash-

vili, attempted to restore his
country’s integrity by launching a military campaign
against the long-standing
secessionist regions of South
Ossetia and Abkhazia. The
initial attack resulted in a large
number of civilian, including
ethnic Russian, casualties as
well as the killing of Russian
peacekeepers. The Russian
army’s riposte was to expel
Georgian forces from both regions, thereby increasing the
number of casualties on either
side. The brief Russo-Georgian war was both unprecedented and potentially very
dangerous: even at the height
of the Cold War, the West and
the Soviet Union had avoided
direct military engagement.
But instead of censure, President Saakashvili’s regime received generous aid from the
West and Russia was vilified
as the aggressor.
More recently, America
and Russia have increasingly
clashed over the planned deployment of US global ballistic missile defense (BMD) in
Europe. From the Russian perspective
these weapons can be seen as offensive
and their deployment along Russia’s
borders as a potentially hostile move.
However, those concerns have repeatedly fallen on deaf ears in Washington
and Brussels.
But despite the long list of strategic
blunders over the past two decades
and the US’s continued hostile attitude
toward Putin and his regime, it is reassuring to find that Russians remain
largely positively disposed towards
America. According to the highly respected Levada Center (an independent
opinion research agency in Russia),
two-thirds of Russians said they were
“sympathetic” toward the US in late

2011 while only 23 per cent expressed
a “negative attitude”. While this favorable picture has deteriorated since the
passage by the US Congress of the
MagnitskyAct – the US was recently
voted into second place on the list of
“principal enemies of Russia,” with
the Republic of Georgia in first place
– there continues to exist in Russia a
significant and enduring goodwill and
admiration toward the United States
and the American people. This was
most recently evident from the wave of
heart-felt sympathy for victims of the
terrorist attacks in Boston and the Russian government’s offer of assistance
in investigating the background of the
perpetrators. Moreover, there is also
ample evidence that ambitious young
Russians continue to view America as
the country where they would most like
to study or which they would at least
like to visit.
The articles that appear in this insert
have been written by the members of
the international Expert Panel organized by the American University in
Moscow. The aim of the Panel is to
provide regular commentary on current
foreign-policy developments in order
to develop a dialogue and generate actionable proposals on how to overcome
the issues that impact negatively on
US-Russia relations. It is our strong belief that despite the mistakes of the past
and despite the hostility that continues
to emanate from some quarters to this
day, the US and Russia can be allies.
Indeed, this would be in the interests
not just of these two great nations but
of the entire globe.
Edward Lozansky is President of
the American University in Moscow
and Professor of World Politics at
Moscow State University
Vlad Sobell is Professor of New
York University in Prague and Editor
of Consensus East-West Europe and
US-Russia.org
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waSHingTon needS
To oVerCoMe iTS ‘ValUeS Trap’
By Nicolai N. Petro
The ongoing debate over the policy
the US should take toward Russia has
avoided the central question: is the current Russian political system really on
the verge of collapse as it critics suggest, or is it likely to be with us for a
good long while?
Those who believe in the regime’s
longevity say that prioritizing the promotion of values over all other concerns would be self-defeating. Given
the global challenges the United States
faces, it would be better to mute our
public criticism of Russia and foster an
agenda of cooperation rather than competition.
Putin’s critics, on the other hand,
say that since his days are numbered it
makes more sense to prepare for his replacement. One way to build bridges to
his successor is by emphasizing American values and principles.
This debate is hardly new. Indeed, it
runs like a red skein, through the history of our relations with the Russian
Empire, the Soviet Union, and now the
Russian Federation. What has persisted
throughout, however, is a dismal view
of Russian politics, which serves to
justify hostility toward Russia’s rulers.
The late UC Berkeley historian Martin
Malia liked to say that since Western
animosity toward Russia did not arise
from Communism, there was no reason
for it to disappear with Communism’s
collapse.
One consequence of this jaundiced
narrative is that it makes negativity
about Russia the norm. This prevents
Western observers from recognizing
positive opportunities when they present themselves, and leads them to attribute policy differences with Russia to a
“values gap.”
President Obama’s reset policy is
a good example. The reset is over not

because it failed to bring tangible benefits, but because it can no longer be
defended. It was destined for a short
lifespan because even as American
diplomats were negotiating agreements
with Russia on arms control and logistical assistance in Afghanistan, they saw
no possibility of ever forging a lasting
strategic partnership with Russia.
The reset therefore followed the fate
of its predecessors, from Eisenhower’s
“spirit of Camp David” to détente. As
soon as its immediate objectives are
achieved, the policy loses its rationale for bipartisan support and is condemned for “failing to be true to American values.”
The result is what I call “the values
trap.”
Every US administration since that
of President Ford has had to deal with
the values lobby, which promotes some
combination of human rights and democracy as the fundamental objective of US foreign policy. Because the
pursuit of these values often runs into
conflict with the overall objectives of
Washington’s foreign policy, presidents
try to compartmentalize them in ways
that prevent it from causing too much
damage. The Obama Administration’s
low-key implementation of the Magnitsky Bill, followed by the reassuring
message carried to Moscow by National Security Advisor Thomas Donilon,
are both typical in this regard.
This suggests that, contrary to the
assumptions of most pundits, disagreement over values is notwhat is poisoning our relations with Russia. Much
more damaging is the stubborn unwillingness of many to acknowledge
Putin’s enduring popularity, and to recognize that it is rooted in the genuine
appeal of his centrist political agenda.
Putin has remained at the helm because

he consistently delivers what the Russian
electorate demands.
By contrast, Putin’s
political opponents
garner only marginal
public support not because of repression,
but because they are
plagued by personal
rivalries, internal dissension, organizational incompetence and
sheer political immaturity. The prospect of
regime change in Russia is therefore so slim
as to be risible. And
since the rationale for
putting values first in
our relationship with
Russiahinges on the
imminent collapse of
the Putin regime, it
can only lead to another cycle of disappointment.
The values trap elevates the US foreign policy above its true merits, while
castigating America’s erstwhile adversaries beyond their true sins. The net result is that periods of realism alternate
with bouts of moralism in American
diplomacy, sucking the life out of every potential breakthrough in RussianAmerican relations – even Russia’s
abandonment of Communism!
We could bring to an end this vicious
circle by acknowledging that there is
no real values gap between the West
and Russia, at least one no greater than
that with Turkey, Israel, Greece or Italy.
In fact, as Dmitry Medvedev pointed
out during his first visit to the West
as President of Russia, “Russian and
European democracy share common
roots. We share the same set of values

and the same sources of law: Roman,
Germanic and French law. . . . We have a
common history and we share the same
humanitarian values.”
Emphasizing the abiding unity of our
values, rather than a harping on the occasional differences, would create an
intellectual and cultural framework in
which Russian and American interests
could be seen as complementary rather
than antagonistic. The burden of proof
would shift from those who are striving
to build up a friendship with Russia, to
those who assume Russian hostility.
Western opposition to many Russian
proposals on security since the end of
the Cold War often boilsdown to the fact
that they would create a new security
framework of which Russia would be an
inextricable part. Arguably, that is precisely what would make such a frame-

work more robust. And would that not
be for the benefit of everyone?
There is a strong analogy here with
the vision of the French statesman
Robert Schuman, whose proposal to
make nations mutually dependent in
their use of the strategic resources of
his day – coal and steel – ultimately
led to the to the creation of the European Coal and Steel Community, the
forerunner of the European Union.
When Western leaders embrace a
similar view of Russia, the Cold War
in our minds will truly be over.

Nicolai N. Petro is Professor, Department of Political Science University of Rhode Island

waSHingTon and MoSCow
MUST reViVe THe arMS ConTrol proCeSS
By Vladimir Kozin
Despite efforts to improve US-Russia relations, the two countries remain
at loggerheads in a numberof areas.
It has been particularly difficult to
achieve a breakthrough in arms control
owing to its direct impact on national
security. Several agreements are in the
works – in fact, some of them have
been for decades – yet few tangible results have been achieved to date.
In recent years, the failure to make
any real headway over arms controlhas
been most evident in ballistic missile
defense (BMD). This technologically
rapidly evolving field, which is rooted
in President Ronald Reagan’s visionary
“Star Wars” program, has the potential
to minimize, if not completely eliminate, the risk of a nuclear missile attack
against the United States. Moscow accepts the need for such a strategy and
is developing its own missile defense
“roof”. Some people may therefore
wonderwhy Russia would oppose
Washington’s deployment of BMD,
currently pursued under President
Obama’s “European Phased Adaptive
Approach” (EPAA). Why should Moscow worry about the deployment of an
inherently defensive system? The problem is that when viewed from Russia’s
perspective, the American BMD looks
like a weapon that can undercut Russia’s own nuclear deterrent and hence
increase that country’s vulnerability to
a first (that is, offensive) nuclear strike
by the US.
For this reason, it is not surprising
that Russia is skeptical about the BMD
restructuring announced in mid-March
by US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel, which, it says, has fallen well below its expectations. Given the deployment in Europe (and very close to the
Russian territory to boot) of USstrategic and tactical nuclear arms as well as
conventional weapons, America and
NATO’s BMD “defense umbrella” is
for all intents and purposesa “forward
based weapon”.
At the same time, Russian strategic

1. Russia and the US must reach a
deal on downsizing their nuclear capabilities toan aggregatelevel equal to
the number of nuclear weapons at the
disposal of all other states (such a deal
could be reached during START-5,
START-6 and START-7).
2. All nuclear weapon“haves” – both
de jure and de facto – must set up an
approximate deadline for the creation
of a nuclear-free world (for example,
2045 or later). Such a Rubiconis needed as an incentive to make more solidcalculations as regards the production
and elimination of nuclear weapons.
3. All nuclear-weapon states must
declare a no-first use of nuclear weapons against one another– no later than
2015.

planners point out that Moscow has no
intention to develop and position its
BMD systems on the American continents. Therefore, the obvious question
to ask is howwould the US respond
ifroles were reversed – that is, if Russia (or China) were deploying BMD
systems around the coast of the US?
Would Washington not have the same
concerns about US security, and would
it not insist on its right to respond to the
perceived potential threat as it deemed
appropriate? Would it not be incumbent upon it at least to seek explanations of Moscow’s intentions?
In response to America’s BMD deployment plans, Moscow has threatened to withdraw from the latest strategic offensive arms (SOA) agreement as
well as from the Prague Treaty signed
in 2010 (labeled in the US as a New
START and in Russia as START-3).
The treaty permitted the two sides to

have 1,550 strategic nuclear warheads
each by 2017 – a formidable force outweighing nuclear capabilities of the
rest of the world combined.
Since 1945, when the nuclear era
began, the US and Russia have held
no talks on downsizing their tactical
nuclear weapons (TNW) that can be
delivered from a distance of up to 500
km by aircraft or short-range missiles.
Given the ramifications in Europe of
Washington’s global BMD program,
to be implemented in addition to the
US weapons already stationed there,
Moscow is reluctant to address the
TNW issue.It also refuses to launch
any confidence-building measures related to such weapons, such as inspections at the Russian TNW sites.
Furthermore, there is no agreement
between Moscow and Washington on
preventing the militarization of outer
space or on issues such as the preven-

tion of collisions of nuclear-powered
submarines. A new treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE),
which is required by changes in military balances since 1990, has yet to
be negotiated. In Moscow’s view, the
treaty should entail no flank limitations
or any linkage with potential conflicts.
The main cause of this failure has
not changed for decades: there simply
is not enough trust betweenthe two
countries to make tangible progress on
all these fronts.
It is high time that we move on. The
vision of a nuclear weapons free world
may well be unattainable, but that is no
excuse for failing to take at least limited steps in that direction. And here
both the US and Russia carry special
responsibility. In order that all states
are involved in a nuclear arms reduction process, the following steps must
be taken:

Russia and the US could go one
step further, such as pushing for even
lower limits for their SOA. This would
necessitate the full cancellation of the
EPAA, the signing of reciprocal legally-binding guarantees not to use BMD
against each other and the withdrawal
of all American TNW to the continental United States, which would remove
the “the legacy of the Cold War in Europe”.
Presidents Obama and Putin have an
historic opportunity to rise to the challenge. They should meet this year to
begin tackling the bilateral and multilateral arms control agenda – other
important issues should be debated at
separate talks.Their goal should be to
restore mutual trust and to revitalize
the inexorably flagging arms control
process between their countries.

Vladimir Kozin is Leading Researcher, Russian Institute for Strategic Studies, Moscow
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cer. Ideally,
they
rienced
intelligence
officer.ofIdeally,
they
develop
a relationship
trust, which
develop
relationship prepare
of trust,a which
is whyapsychologists
detailed
psychological
profileprepare
of botha the
future
is why
psychologists
detailed
agent and hisprofi
or her
mentor.
psychological
le of
both the future
after
that does the formal
agentOnly
and his
orall
herofmentor.
recruitment
process
undertaken
Only after all of that begin,
does the
formal
by
professional
intelligence
officers.
recruitment process begin, undertaken
There
are
such
people
in
every
diploby professional intelligence officers.
matic
mission,
and
thanks
to
thriller
There are such people in every diplonovels
it is commonly
that
matic
mission,
and thanksbelieved
to thriller
they
all
occupy
the
positions
of
embassy
novels it is commonly believed that
secretaries,
attachés
or ambasthey
all occupycultural
the positions
of embassy
sadors’
advisors.
That,
sadly,
is
not quite
secretaries, cultural attachés or ambasthe
case.
Intelligence
service
employees
sadors’ advisors. That, sadly, is not quite
hold theservice
position
of cultural
themay
case.indeed
Intelligence
employees
attaché,
but
they
tend
to
be
the
so-called
may indeed hold the position of cultural
“legal”
intelligence
people.
They
attaché, but they tend to be the so-calledare
closelyintelligence
watched bypeople.
counterintelligence
“legal”
They are
services
while
their
aides, in fact, do
closely watched by counterintelligence
most of the work and are officially emservices
while their aides, in fact, do
ployed in pretty much any role, like for
most of the work and are officially emexample a gardener.
ployed in pretty much any role, like for
Sometimes though there are excepexample a gardener.
tions. A potential agent may appear so
Sometimes though there are excepimportant that the preparatory work
tions.
A potential
agent may
appear
so
is cut
to a minimum,
with the
resident
important
that
the
preparatory
work
intelligence service head conducting
is cut
a minimum,
with was
the resident
the to
recruitment;
such
the case
intelligence
service
head
conducting
with Fogle. The CIA believed
that one
theemployee
recruitment;
was
the service
case
of thesuch
Russian
secret
with
Fogle.
The
CIA
believed
that
one
could provide vital information about
employee
of
the
Russian
secret
service
tactics, technical equipment and training
could
provide
vital
about
methods.
Fogle
wasinformation
tasked with investitactics,
technical
equipment
and
training
gating that individual, and that’s exactly
methods.
was downhill
tasked with
where itFogle
all went
forinvestithe poor
gating
that
individual,
and
that’s
exactly
spy. Great fiasco…While disguised
in a
where
downhill
for inthethepoor
wig,itheallleftwent
the US
Embassy
back
spy.ofGreat
fiasco…While
disguised
in a
a car which
then stopped
at a Moscow
wig,
he
left
the
US
Embassy
in
the
back
auto repair shop. There, Fogle changed
of ahiscarwig
which
stopped
at a walking
Moscowto
andthen
clothing
before
auto
repair
There,target.
FogleDuring
changedhis
meet
his shop.
recruitment
hissecond
wig and
clothing
before walking
to
phone
conversation
the wouldmeet
target.
During histhe
be his
spyrecruitment
had managed
to persuade
potential
agent
to meet with
Here,
second
phone
conversation
thehim.
wouldstoryline todiverts
fromthe
the
be though
spy hadthemanaged
persuade
stuff ofagent
fiction,
of ahim.
recruitment
potential
to instead
meet with
Here,
talk, Fogle
was arrested
declared
though
the storyline
divertsand
from
the
persona
non
grata
in
Russia.
It
was a
stuff of fiction, instead of a recruitment
logical
in a string
countless
talk,
Fogleoutcome
was arrested
andofdeclared
miscalculations.
persona non grata in Russia. It was a
Everything
confi
from
logical
outcome that
in awas
string
ofscated
countless
the
spy
was
displayed
to
the
whole
miscalculations.
Everything that was confiscated from
the spy was displayed to the whole

world, but the FSB had miscalculated.
Whilebut
putting
all thehad
items
in one pile,
world,
the FSB
miscalculated.
the
counterintelligence
people
failed
While putting all the items in one
pile,to
explain
which
objects
were
to
be
handed
the counterintelligence people failed to
over towhich
the potential
agent
andhanded
which
explain
objects were
to be
were
used
by
the
American
intelligence
over to the potential agent and which
officer
himself.
examine
the phowere
used
by the Let’s
American
intelligence
tos
once
again.
officer himself. Let’s examine the phowigsagain.
and glasses - a “must-have” for
tos once
any
spy.
This
basic- equipment
is used
wigs and
glasses
a “must-have”
for
all
over
the
world
to
evade
surveillance
any spy. This basic equipment is used
so that
agents to
never
know
what their
alland
over
the world
evade
surveillance
“curator” really looks like. Fogle was
and so that agents never know what their
arrested wearing one of the wigs when
“curator” really looks like. Fogle was
he approached the planned rendezvous
arrested wearing one of the wigs when
with his recruitment target. Prior to that
he approached the planned rendezvous
he had changed his route, attempting to
with his recruitment target. Prior to that
ensure he was not being followed. The
heUS
had
changed his
route,
attempting
to
intelligence
agent
should
have spent
ensure
he
was
not
being
followed.
The
some time studying the good old spy stoUS
spent
riesintelligence
and learnedagent
fromshould
the sadhave
experience
some
time
studying
the
good
old
spy
stoof his predecessors, since it also became
ries
and
learned
from
the
sad
experience
clear later that the confiscated wigs were
ofidentical
his predecessors,
sinceonit Michael
also became
to those found
Sellclear
later
that
the
confi
scated
wigs
were
ers in 1986, another CIA agent
exposed
identical
to those
on Michael
Sellin Moscow.
Onefound
high-ranking
employee
ersat in
1986,
another
CIA
agent
exposed
the Langley headquarters made a bitinter
Moscow.
high-ranking
employee
remark One
that the
CIA’s agent
network
atintheMoscow
Langleywas
headquarters
made
a bitvirtually non-existent.
terYears
remark
that
the
CIA’s
agent
network
have passed but US intelligence
inseems
Moscow
was barely
virtuallylearned
non-existent.
to have
a thing
Years
have
passed
but
US
intelligence
from its mistakes. Indeed, its
agents apseems
have
barely
learned a drawn
thing
pear toto be
acting
on guidelines
from
its
mistakes.
Indeed,
its
agents
apfrom Somerset Maugham’s spy stories.
pearIttois be
acting
on
guidelines
drawn
interesting that, when discussing
from
Somerset
Maugham’s
spymedia,
stories.for
the Fogle
fiasco,
the world’s
some
reason,
chose
not
to
compare
It is interesting that, when discussingit
to
another
very the
public
unveiling
an
the Fogle
fiasco,
world’s
media,offor
American
spy.
In
1977
CIA
employee,
some reason, chose not to compare it
wasunveiling
arrested of
while
toMartha
anotherPeterson,
very public
an
working
under
diplomatic
protection
American spy. In 1977 CIA employee,at
the US Peterson,
Embassy in
was
Martha
wasMoscow.
arrestedShewhile
the
handler
for
Alexander
Ogorodnik,
working under diplomatic protection at
personal
assistantintoMoscow.
the USSR’s
the
US Embassy
She Minwas
ister
of
Foreign
Affairs
who,
in Washthe handler for Alexander Ogorodnik,
personal assistant to the USSR’s Minister of Foreign Affairs who, in Wash-

ington, was known by the alias “Trigon”. Back then, Peterson
pulled black
pants by
andthe
a jacket
over her Back
dress then,
in a cinema,
ington,
was known
alias “Trigon”.
Peterson
she
buttoned
up
and
let
down
her
hair
but,
not
even
that
maspulled black pants and a jacket over her dress in a cinema,
querade
could
help
her
to
escape
surveillance.
Peterson
was
she buttoned up and let down her hair but, not even that masarrested
on
the
spot
while
trying
to
establish
a
hiding
place.
querade could help her to escape surveillance. Peterson was
Instructions,
microphotography
equipment,
arrested
on thequestionnaires,
spot while trying
to establish a hiding
place.
gold,
money
and
two
ampoules
of
poison
(for
the
agent)
were
Instructions, questionnaires, microphotography equipment,
discovered.
CIA
Director
Stansfi
eld
Turner
commented
on
Pegold, money and two ampoules of poison (for the agent) were
terson’s
outing
saying
they
should
have
thought
better
than
to
discovered. CIA Director Stansfield Turner commented on Pehush
up
the
Moscow
fl
op
and
its
aftermath.
terson’s outing saying they should have thought better than to
one
euros
the standard
sum today for recruithush
uphundred
the Moscow
flopis and
its aftermath.
ingone
an hundred
agent. Psychologists
believe
that
about
euros is the standard sumjust
today
foranyone
recruitcould be tempted by that amount. The intelligence service has
ing an agent. Psychologists believe that just about anyone
its own rules; by offering a hundred euros to a potential agent
could be tempted by that amount. The intelligence service has
they demonstrate their interest. By agreeing to accept the monits own rules; by offering a hundred euros to a potential agent
ey he automatically provides compromising information about
they demonstrate their interest. By agreeing to accept the monhimself and subsequent payments are significantly reduced.
ey he automatically provides compromising information about
As a rule, such payments never exceed three thousand USD
himself
andFor
subsequent
payments Litvinenko,
are significantly
reduced.
per month.
example, Alexander
an FSB
agent
As
a
rule,
such
payments
never
exceed
three
thousand
USD
who defected to Great Britain, was paid about 2.5 thousand
per
month.
For
example,
Alexander
Litvinenko,
an
FSB
agent
USD by British Intelligence.
who
defected
to Great
was Today,
paid about
thousand
detailed
paper
atlasBritain,
of Moscow.
when2.5
every
other
USD
by
British
Intelligence.
mobile phone carries GPS navigation and a set of maps, cardetailed
paperpaper
atlasatlas
of Moscow.
Today,
whenabsurd;
every other
rying
a detailed
of Moscow
appears
but
mobile
phone
carries
GPS
navigation
and
a
set
of
maps,
caronly to those with no idea of how intelligence agencies
work.
rying
a
detailed
paper
atlas
of
Moscow
appears
absurd;
but
First, one must avoid leaving tracks, in this case, digitally. No
only
to
those
with
no
idea
of
how
intelligence
agencies
work.
self-respecting spy in the world would plot his route to a meetFirst,
oneamust
avoidtarget
leaving
tracks, in
this and
case,then
digitally.
No
ing with
potential
on Google
Maps
save the
self-respecting
spy
in
the
world
would
plot
his
route
to
a
meetsearch, thus making the street map, in such situations, an absoing
a potential
target
Google
then
lutewith
necessity.
As a rule,
theoncity
guide Maps
is keptand
in the
carsave
and the
in
search,
thus
making
the
street
map,
in
such
situations,
an
absoitself arouses no suspicion.
luteanecessity.
As a telephone
rule, the city
is kept
theacar
and in
cheap nokia
andguide
a SIM
card in
from
Russian
itself
arouses
no
suspicion.
mobile service provider. In such cases a “front man” signs the
a cheap
telephone
andataanonymous
SIM card from
a Russian
contract
andnokia
payments
are made
electronic
termobile
provider.
In such
a “front
man” signs
the
minals,service
no credit
cards are
used.cases
For the
intelligence
service
contract
and payments
made at number
anonymous
electronic
terthis is a way
to control are
a telephone
completely,
to urgently contact
an cards
agent are
as well
hidethetheintelligence
identity behind
a
minals,
no credit
used.asFor
service
specifi
phone
SIM
card for
4G services
is
this
is ac way
to number.
control aAnother
telephone
number
completely,
to urused forcontact
data transfer
andasis well
also registered
under
a falsebehind
name.a
gently
an agent
as hide the
identity
Without
knowing
the SIM
card’s SIM
number,
voice oris
specifi
c phone
number.
Another
cardthere’s
for 4Gnoservices
text messaging
serviceand
attached
it and it cannot
traced.
used
for data transfer
is alsoto
registered
under abefalse
name.
a compass.
this simple
pro-or
Without
knowingThe
the exhibition
SIM card’sofnumber,
there’sdevice
no voice
voked
special
malice.
For
some
reason,
nobody
considered
text messaging service attached to it and it cannot be traced.it
asamerely
a reliable
of orientation.
Secretdevice
places proare
compass.
The method
exhibition
of this simple
very
rarely
established
inside
cities,
as
a
rule,
they
are
set
upit
voked special malice. For some reason, nobody considered
as merely a reliable method of orientation. Secret places are
very rarely established inside cities, as a rule, they are set up
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in remote forests. Nothing more convenient, or reliable, than
the
andforests.
tested compass
been
invented to
such
in tried
remote
Nothing has
more
convenient,
or locate
reliable,
than
places.
In
addition,
it
is
impossible
to
verify
where
or
when
a
the tried and tested compass has been invented to locate such
compass
has
been
used.
places. In addition, it is impossible to verify where or when a
a frequency
scanner
compass
has been
used.with a wireless headset can be used
to determine
whether
or notwith
you aarewireless
being followed
and itbeisused
a
a frequency scanner
headset can
standard
device
in
the
modern
spy’s
inventory.
An
RFID
(rato determine whether or not you are being followed and it is a
dio
frequency
identifi
cation)
Shield
allows
the transmission
standard
device
in the
modern
spy’s
inventory.
An RFIDof(raencrypted
information
and
reduces
the
need
for
regular
meet- of
dio frequency identification) Shield allows the transmission
ings
with
an
agent
to
a
minimum.
He
can
be
given
new
assignencrypted information and reduces the need for regular meetments
on aanregular
basis
using an ordinary
and
ings with
agent to
a minimum.
He can besmart
givenphone
new assignavoid
the
unnecessary
risk
of
contacting
a
resident
spy.
ments on a regular basis using an ordinary smart phone and
One of Fogle’s key mistakes was riding in the back seat
avoid
the unnecessary risk of contacting a resident spy.
of the car to the meeting with the potential agent. In intelliOne of Fogle’s key mistakes was riding in the back seat
gence circles it is considered bad form to repeat oneself. That
of the car to the meeting with the potential agent. In intellitrick was discovered by the USSR counterintelligence back
gence circles it is considered bad form to repeat oneself. That
in 1885, when a number of cars with darkened glass were
trick was discovered by the USSR counterintelligence back
delivered to Moscow, specifically for intelligence purposes.
in 1885, when
number which
of carsimitated
with darkened
Mannequins
werea brought,
embassy glass
staff, were
as
delivered
to
Moscow,
specifi
cally
for
intelligence
well as special face masks. US spies expected all that purposes.
to fool
Mannequins
wereservices.
brought,
whichmethods
imitatedofembassy
other
surveillance
Various
disguise staff,
were as
well
as
special
face
masks.
US
spies
expected
all
that
fool
used for that purpose; for example, a mannequin of the tospy
other
surveillance
services.
Various
methods
of
disguise
were
who planned a meeting with an agent was overtly driven in
used
for thatdirection
purpose;infor
example,
mannequin
of the
the
opposite
a regular
car.aThe
intelligence
em-spy
who
planned
a
meeting
with
an
agent
was
overtly
driven
ployee himself travelled in a car with darkened windows in a in
the opposite
direction
in a regular
car. The
emcompletely
different
direction.
The masks
wereintelligence
used for the
ployee
himself
travelled
in
a
car
with
darkened
windows
same purpose, to distract the attention of counterintelligence.in a
completely
differentchange
direction.
The masks
were
usedwas
for athe
That
is why Fogle’s
of clothes
at a gas
station
same
purpose,
to
distract
the
attention
of
counterintelligence.
signal to surveillance officers that he was preparing to meet
Thatthe
is agent.
why Fogle’s change of clothes at a gas station was a
with
signal
to
cers that
was preparing
meet
Imagine surveillance
if Ryan Fogleoffi
hadn’t
beenhearrested
that day. to
Then
with
the
agent.
the story would have followed one of three possible scenarif Ryan
Fogle
hadn’t
arrested
day.RusThen
ios.Imagine
In the first
one, he
could
havebeen
recruited
the that
decoy
the
story
would
have
followed
one
of
three
possible
scenarsian spy who would have served as a channel for a considios. Inamount
the firstofone,
he could
have arecruited
decoy
Ruserable
truthful
leaks until
fake onethe
would
have
sian spy
whocover
wouldand
have
served as
channel
forRussian
a considblown
Fogle’s
discredited
theaCIA.
Or the
spy
could
have dodged
Fogle’s
attempts
recruit
trickerable
amount
of truthful
leaks
until atofake
onehim,
would
have
ing
Fogle
into pursuing
him
until he had
the
blown
Fogle’s
cover and
discredited
the sleepwalked
CIA. Or the in
Russian
crosshairs
Russia’s
counterintelligence
whohim,
would
spy couldofhave
dodged
Fogle’s attemptsagents,
to recruit
trickhave
arrested
thepursuing
third secretary
of the
in Mosing Fogle
into
him until
he US
hadEmbassy
sleepwalked
in the
cow
when the
time wascounterintelligence
ripe – with all thatagents,
it entailed.
crosshairs
of Russia’s
who And
would
fihave
nally,arrested
in the lastthescenario,
Fogle
would
have
seen
through
third secretary of the US Embassy in the
MosRussian
agent’s
cover
to Washington
that he had
cow when the time and
was reported
ripe – with
all that it entailed.
And
been
approached
Russia’sFogle
counter
intelligence.
The
doubt-the
finally,
in the lastbyscenario,
would
have seen
through
ful
CIA would
made
double
check this suspicion.
Russian
agent’shave
cover
andhim
reported
to Washington
that he had
Fogle
would
have
done
as
he
was
bid
and
as a resultThe
brought
been approached by Russia’s counter intelligence.
doubton
himself
more
attention
and
eventual
arrest.
ful CIA would have made him double check this suspicion.
Was there
way for
theasthird
secretary
of the
Embassy
Fogle
woulda have
done
he was
bid and
as aUS
result
brought
toonavoid
his
outing?
Practice
shows
he
couldn’t,
since
intellihimself more attention and eventual arrest.
gence
often
takes
on too
risksecretary
when fishing
forUS
a valuable
Was
there
a way
formuch
the third
of the
Embassy
agent.
As
often
as
not
these
attempts
are
doomed.
But that’s
to avoid his outing? Practice shows he couldn’t, since
intellithe
thingoften
about
espionage:
you mustn’t
let fieven
gence
takes
on too much
risk when
shingthe
forslimmest
a valuable
chance
hands.attempts are doomed. But that’s
agent. slip
As through
often asyour
not these
The
most
signifi
cant
question
is let
whyeven
Russian
counthe thing about espionage: youthough
mustn’t
the slimmest
terintelligence felt the need to arrest Fogle? In the eyes of the
chance slip through your hands.
average Joe, who judges intelligence agencies by the movies
The most significant question though is why Russian counhe or she has seen, the answer is obvious - they made a misterintelligence felt the need to arrest Fogle? In the eyes of the
take! Moscow had no choice but to simply have allowed the
average Joe, who judges intelligence agencies by the movies
American spy to recruit their own reliable employee and allow
he or she has seen, the answer is obvious - they made a misthe CIA to receive true information on a regular basis until, at
take!
no choice butcould
to simply
allowed
the
rightMoscow
moment,had
misinformation
be fed have
through
the in-the
American
spy
to
recruit
their
own
reliable
employee
and
allow
formant. Yet still, they arrested Fogle. The truth though is very
the
CIA
to
receive
true
information
on
a
regular
basis
until,
clear; the intelligence community is one of the most conserva- at
theinright
moment,
misinformation
benot
fedtothrough
the intive
society,
it is customary
in suchcould
circles
forget their
formant.
Yet
still,
they
arrested
Fogle.
The
truth
though
is
very
own failures and, wherever possible, to respond correspondclear;
the
intelligence
community
is
one
of
the
most
conservaingly. But the main rule is to never forgive or forget. A few
tive in
society,
it isspies
customary
in such
circles
not to forget
their
years
ago,
Russian
along with
Anna
Chapman,
were arown
failures
and,
wherever
possible,
to
respond
correspondrested in the US. Their equipment, once found and displayed,
ingly.
Butrise
thetomain
rule in
is the
to never
forgive
forget.
also
gave
mockery
world’s
mass or
media,
andAso,few
years
ago,
Russian
spies
along
with
Anna
Chapman,
were
Fogle was arrested. It adhered to all the unspoken secret
ser-arrested
in
the
US.
Their
equipment,
once
found
and
displayed,
vice rules, one of which says that, while ordinary people laugh
gave risespies,
to mockery
in the world’s
mass media,
and so,
atalso
unfortunate
the professionals
will always,
in the shadFogle
was
arrested.
It
adhered
to
all
the
unspoken
secret
serows, continue to play their spy games.
vice rules, one of which says that, while ordinary people laugh
at unfortunate
spies, the professionals
will always,
in the shadWASHINGTON DC
NEW YORK
MIAMI
CHICAGO
ows,
continue
to
play
their
spy
games.
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Gold is the most controversial asset of the
Gold is the most controversial asset of the
financial world. An American business magfinancial world. An American business magnate Warren Buffet believes that gold is “a valnate Warren Buffet believes that gold is “a valueless asset”. Deutsche Bank’s analysts Danueless
asset”. Deutsche
analysts
Dan-is
iel Brebner
and Xiao Bank’s
Fu believe
that gold
iel“an
Brebner
and
Xiao
Fu
believe
that
gold
is
officially recognized form of money” be“ancause
officially
recognized
form
of
money”
becentral banks hold gold in their reserves.
cause
central
hold
gold inoftheir
reserves.
There
are abanks
growing
number
investors
who
There
are
a
growing
number
of
investors
who
believe that a cartel run by the world’s central
believe
a cartel
run by theisworld’s
central
banksthat
or the
US government
artificially
supbanks
or
the
US
government
is
artifi
cially
suppressing the price of gold in order to save
the
pressing
the price
of goldsystem
in orderfrom
to save
the
dollar-based
monetary
collapse.
dollar-based
monetary
system
The mainstream
media
labelsfrom
thosecollapse.
who beThe
mainstream
media
labels
those
believe in gold market manipulationwho
as “conlieve
in
gold
market
manipulation
as
“conspiracy theorists”. Who is right? Is gold really
spiracy
theorists”.
is right? Is gold really
dangerous
for theWho
dollar?
dangerous
for
the
dollar?
Andrew Maguire, a former Goldman Sachs
Andrew
Maguire,
a former Goldman
Sachs
gold
trader
and whistleblower,
believes
that
gold
trader and
that
JP Morgan
andwhistleblower,
HSBC are usingbelieves
the COMEX
JPfutures
Morganexchange
and HSBC
are usingtothesuppress
COMEX
in Chicago
the
futures
in silver
Chicago
to suppress
the
pricesexchange
of gold and
through
concentrated
prices
of gold
and silveramounts
throughofconcentrated
shorting
of massive
futures conshorting
of massive
amountshasof informed
futures contracts. The
whistleblower
both
tracts.
The whistleblower
has informed
both
the CFTC
and the Department
of Justice’s
the manipulation
but
theAntitrust
CFTC Division
and the about
Department
of Justice’s
there has
been noabout
official
investiAntitrust
Division
the conclusive
manipulation
but
gation
the cial
allegations
madeinvestiby Mathere
hasregarding
been no offi
conclusive
guire.regarding the allegations made by Magation
guire.At the same time, there are financial experts
who
that the
thatexperts
support
At thebelieve
same time,
therearguments
are financial
the
gold
manipulation
theories
are
rather
specwho believe that the arguments that support
ulative.
Karl
Denninger,
a
fi
nancial
pundit
and
the gold manipulation theories are rather specpublisher
of
The
Market
Ticker,
gave
a
skepulative. Karl Denninger, a financial pundit and
tical answer
asked
whether
thinks
publisher
of Thewhen
Market
Ticker,
gavehe
a skepthere
is
a
gold
conspiracy:
tical answer when asked whether he thinks
and conspiracy:
no. Wherever there are markets
there“Yes
is a gold
people
will
try
to take advantage
of ineffi
cien“Yes and no. Wherever
there are
markets
cies
in
that
market.
But
most
of
the
claims
people will try to take advantage of inefficienof in
conspiracy
are predicated
large
short
cies
that market.
But moston
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aMeriCa’S
neoCon
MainSTreaM
By Gilbert Doctorow
In this essay I present talking
points about how the Neoconservative movement has captured and held
the high ground in American foreign
policy, distilling arguments I have
made in more completeand substantiated form elsewhere.¹
While the Neoconservative label
is today most commonly associated
in the public mind with Republicans
and with an aggressive, militarized
pursuit of American foreign policy
objectives across the globe, Russia
was a key factor shaping the Neoconservative movement from the
very beginning. The movement was
born in the late 1970s andearly 1980s
among alienated former Leftists who
were disillusioned with Soviet Communism and ardently criticized the
Realpolitikpolicy of détente with the
USSR begun by President Nixon and
his Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. They rejected merely managing
relations with the Communist homeland and called instead for action to
overturn Communism and bring freedom to the “captive nations” of Eastern Europe.
The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989
touched off a triumphalist mood in
America at large, where the negotiated understandings between Reagan
and Gorbachev and the Kremlin’s
freely chosen decisionto part with
empire were barely understood in
the public, while the political class
scrambled to claimthe spoilsof “victory.”
The first major work of political
science to explain what was happening in historical-philosophical terms
and to set out roadmaps for the future
of a post-Cold War world was Francis Fukuyama’s The End of History
(1992), which brilliantly harnessed
the new triumphalism to Neoconservative principles with their Positivist
certainty about mankind’s eventual
destiny. Others in the movement carried the torch further, insisting that
with this knowledge of the future the
pace of change could be hastened. In
a world where, it was now asserted,
only democratically governed nations
can live in peace, America’s security
called for democracy promotion and
the removal of all vestiges of autocracy globally. In this form the thinking became the common property of
Democrats and Republicans.
With Europe in safe hands at the
end of the 1990s, the Neocons turned
their attention to the Middle East and
calls went out to resume unfinished
business of regime change in Iraq,
which, it was said, would bring human progress and freedoms to the
hapless region.
Meanwhile, the latent Russophobe
prejudices of the Neoconservatives
and their fellow-thinkers lay dormant. Indeed following the Russian
default of 1998, the American establishment assumed its erstwhile foe
was finished as a geopolitical force.
Russia’s economic turnaround
which began soon after the election
of President Vladimir Putin and his
restoration of federal authority were
as unwelcome in the United States
as they were unanticipated. Nonetheless, in the period immediately
following 9/11, there was a tangible
warming of state-to-state relations
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due to the spontaneous and substantial assistance which Russia provided by opening its backyard, Central
Asia, to American bases. However,
George Bush failed to reciprocate in
kind and quashed the Russians’ hopes
for a new security arrangement in Europe bringing them in from the cold.
Instead, NATO expansion proceeded
apace, moving into the Baltics.
Against this background as a
spurned suitor, Russia joined Belgium, France and Germany in vociferously objecting to the coming US
invasion of Iraq in the spring of 2003.
American fury at perceived French
perfidy was intense but quickly dissipated when Jacques Chirac backtracked. However, moral posturing in
the UN Security Council by Russia,
a revisionist power, incited a deep
current of resentment in the American foreign policy establishment. The
Neocons, who had been thecheerleaders of George W. Bush’s Iraqi
invasion in the first place, now took
the lead in retaliation. Russia would
be cast as a recidivist autocratic state,
with which democracies could not,
by definition, engage in strategic
partnerships.
The result, a little more than a year
later, was the issuance in September
2004 of an Open Letter to the Heads
of State and Government of the European Union and NATO. This document on the letterhead of the Project
for a New American Century, the
Neocon mainstay, castigated the Putin regime for backsliding from the
mythical democratic achievements of
Boris Yeltsin in the 1990s andfor an
imperial revival in Russia’s behavior
towards its neighbors.
The Open Letter established a successful Neocon formula of soliciting
bipartisan sign-up by prominent US
politicians, diplomats and thinkers together with prominent East European
freedom fighters and West European
statesmen for what became heavily
mediatized anti-Kremlin public petitions and meetings. The most recent
iteration was the gathering in the Senate office building in Washington on
4 March 2013 to promote the notion
of “no business as usual” with the
Russian Government, whose election
the organizers treat as illegitimate.
Between 2004 and 2013, Neocon
led or inspired public relations blows
directed against Russia have occurred
periodically. One such case was an
article published underthe name of
Yulia Tymoshenko in the May-June
2007 issue of Foreign Affairs magazine, America’s most prestigious and
widely read journal in its domain.
Here the leader of Ukraine’s Orange
Revolution threw every accusation
about Russian villainy, corruption
and degradation from the Neocon
handbook at President Putin’s Kremlin. This ghostwritten piece of deception was in response to Putin’s speech
at the Munich Security Conference of
February 2007 with its discursive critique of American unilateralism.
A blistering anti-Kremlin offensive
came in the wake of the RussianGeorgian War of August 2008. Still
another wave followed President
Obama’s launch of the “reset” policy.
One noteworthy item from this campaign was another fabricated docu-

“Hard cases make bad law,” according to an old saying, and this is certainly true of Russia’s tough new law
demanding non-governmental organizations register
with the government. The furor over the law in Europe
and America has opened up a massive new chasm between Russia and the West when it is in the true long
range interests of both sides to learn to understand each
other better, and cooperate more.
The current generation of leaders, policymakers and
pundits across Western Europe and the United States are
not only ignorant of the broad sweep, and terribly hardearned lessons of Russian history, they are also blithely ignorant of the appalling post-Soviet decade of the
1990s when more than 25 million Russians died premature deaths because of the collapse of living standards
and social support systems.
However, Russian policymakers and the general public remember those terrible times well: Those traumatic
memories explain why Russia’s leaders are determined
to uphold their “vertical,” the effectiveness and integrity
of their central government, and why there are determined not to let Western-based NGOs, or Russian-based
ones that are inspired and guided by Western mentors,
fromtransforming their state along lines approved by
editorial writers in Washington, New York, Londonand
Brussels.
At the heart of the row over the regulation, or lack
thereof, of NGOs in Russia is the classic debate between
Westerners and Slavophiles that goes back at least to the
1840s. Had Alexander Solzhenitsyn still been alive, one
can easily predict he would have unhesitatingly backed
the Kremlin on the issue, just as Fyodor Dostoevsky
would have done in the 1860s. On the other side of the
debate, Russian liberals today are the clear heirs of Alexander Herzen.
But what gives teeth and weight to the Russian government’s line on NGOs today is that it is not just repeating ancient justifications for authoritarian rule that
were wheeled out 170 to 150 years ago. The Russia of
Vladimir Putin and Dmitri Medvedev is manifestly not
the isolated, impoverished and ferociously disciplined
Hermit Empire of Tsar Nikolai I. The Russian governmenttoday is not reacting to imaginary or prophetic
fears about a terrible revolution half a century in the future. It is responding to the vivid, fresh memories of a
“time of troubles” that ended only in 1999, less than 15
years ago.
The actions of liberal, pro-human rights NGOs in
Russia who have refused to accept the terms of thenew
law have been catastrophic to their own cause. Eleven
of them have appealed to the European Court of Human
Rights while at the same time seeking – and obtaining –
ment – the Open Letter to President
Obama of July 2009 signed by Lech
Walesa, Vaclav Havel and heroes of
the East European liberation movements. This seeming cri de coeur over
Russian threats and abuses was disseminated by The New York Times
and mainstream media. Its authorship
was later traced back to the Brussels

moral support for their opposition to the new law from the
Council of Europe and the European Union.
This move guarantees two things: First, it confirms the
government in its view that all unregulated, NGO activity
in Russia is potentially and probably subversive in nature.
Second, far from strengthening the forces of democracy,
pluralism and tolerance, it discredits them. The 11 NGOs
may now seem in the eyes of much of the Russian public
as trying to undermine the nation and seeking the protection of hostile outside powers. Liberal groups critical of
government policies in the United States over the past half
century have often fallen into this same trap.
Western governments and international human rights
organizations need to initiate a series of dialogs with the
Kremlin rather than simply descending into a shouting
match with it. Their leaders and spokesmen need to learn
and understand the legitimate concerns of the Russian
government based on the appalling experiences and costs
of the country’s recent history.
Western policymakers also need to understand that the
Kremlin’s fear of a destabilizing Western-engineered “color” revolution are born of real observations and experiences, and are not groundless fantasies. Such revolutions did
overthrow the previous governments of Ukraine, Georgia
and Kyrgyzstan during the past decade. They led to an era
of corruption, impoverishment and shameless looting in
Ukraine, upheaval, civil clashes and eventually even war
with Russia in Georgia, and to unprecedented ethnic riots
in Kyrgyzstan in which many hundreds of innocent ethnic
minority Uzbeks were killed.
Russian policymakers and millions of people in Russia fear that a similar revolution in Russia could lead to a
new “time of troubles” of powerlessness, economic ruin
and universal suffering that could cost millions of innocent lives. Western leaders and NGO officials who lecture
Russia have shown no signs at all of understanding this
history: They appear blithely ignorant of it.
Russia’s concern over the unregulated activities of international NGOs is shared by legitimate governments that
both are and are not democratic, and that together rule well
over one third of the population of the world, and more
than three times the combined populations of the United
States and the European Union. Western leaders need to
address this growing “crack in the world” and seek constructive dialogs and cooperation with the governments on
the other side of it, including Russia’s. This would do far
more good for ordinary people everywhere than indulging
in more childish public rebukes.
Martin Sieff is Chief Global Analyst for the Globalist and
former Chief Foreign Policy Editor for the Washington Times

office of the German Marshall Fund
and its Neocon director.
I mention these dirty tricks to highlight the Neocons’ overriding principle of “the end justifies the means.”
Double standards and cynical distortions are apparent in most criticism
of Kremlin policies they have fed to
the media. Meanwhile, the Neocon
brain trust brandishes their academic
credentialsas doctors of political science and humanities to enhance their
authority, luring their would-be debating partners into what is a hopeless
poker match with card cheats.
Key Neocon planners and thinkers
are merely the most visible offenders against truth. Despite fine words
about intellectual independence,
America’s universities and think
tanks were swept up by Neoconservative principles and triumphalism
from the 1990s along with the general
public. Even cursory perusal of the
public lectures and conferences on
present-day Russia which they host
revealsalmost exclusive skewing towards seditious Russian opposition
personalities who are presented as the
freedom fighters of our day.
During the 2012 American presidential campaign, Republican candidate Mitt Romney made what was

widely lampooned as a serious gaffe
when he remarked that Russia is
America’s number one geopolitical
opponent. His observation erred only
in failing to pay obeisance to political
correctness.There can be no denying
that ever since it registered its strong
opposition to American plans to invade Iraq in 2003, Russia has been
obstructing US-led initiatives to remake the world in its image.The very
latest instance is the conflict in Syria.
Need it be this way? Of course
not!
However, for a more constructive
relationship with Russia to come
about, a first and essential step isfor
Americans to acknowledge the grip
which Neoconservative thinking has
had on the country’s foreign policy
establishment these past 20 years.
These fundamental premises of international relations which have been
taken on faith must be openly debated. Only then can we begin to addresslost opportunities with Russia...
and with many other powers as well.
¹See Gilbert Doctorow, Stepping
Out of Line: Collected (Nonconformist) Essays on Russian-American Relations, 2008-12.
Gilbert Doctorow, Research Fellow
of The American University in Moscow
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georgian reFleCTionS
By Patrick Armstrong
For two decades Georgia has been the favourite stick
with which to beat Russia; for two decades we have been
told Moscow is trying to eat Georgia; for two decades
Georgia has been the contrast to illustrate what Russia
could be if it weren’t so Russian; for two decades Georgia
has been painted asthe victim of Moscow’s worst impulses; for two decades Westerners have believed everything
from Tbilisi and nothing from Moscow. A cornerstone of
the anti-Russia edifice indeed and the “mine canary” of
Russian intentions.
For two decades Russia has been interpreted through
memes; assumptions deemed so true as to needno evidence; assumptions that reveal the facts that prove them;
assumptions so resistant to reality that they create reality;
assumptions that are non-falsifiable. Of the many memes
three important ones are: Moscow wants its empire back;
Moscow wants to control energy routes; Moscow hates
democracies. Georgia was the perfect demonstration:
formerly part of that empire, it had a pipeline route and
was a stout democracy. QED. Facts were hammered to fit
the memes. I have set out the larger argument in The Fire
Below: How the Caucasus Shaped Russia, available on
Amazon and elsewhere.
We were told three things about Saakashvili’s Georgia.
It was a true democracy improving in all ways, as true
democracies should, not least economically; Saakashvili
had courageously taken a serious bite at corruption; Georgia was a true ally of the West – worthy indeed of NATO
membership and a proud contributor to the War on Terror. These Georgian merits were contrasted with Russian
deficiencies: Georgia was a democracy, Russia wasn’t;
Georgia was overcoming corruption, Russia was sunk in
it; Georgia was an ally, Russia was an enemy, of us but
especially of our new Georgian friend. Western media,
Western politicians lapped this stuff up.
Until August 2008. Many noticed that Moscow had its
chance to do what it supposedly wanted to: its victorious
army was on the ground; the Georgian army had fled; the
West was flubbing. But it didn’t: didn’t seize Georgia,
didn’t seize the pipeline, didn’t drive to Tbilisi and overthrow the government. The memes were shaken. The August 2008 War shattered Saakashvili’s veracity, bona fides
and reliability. I and others have written much about this.
As the war changed from the expected victory march into
a disaster, Saakashvili’s explanations became ever less
credible. The US Embassy, despite a serious clue, swallowed Saakashvili’s story whole. Even the exquisitely
precious EU report scoffed at Saakashvili’s stories. Altogether an embarrassing display of the West’s credulity and
one better forgotten.
As it pretty well has been forgotten.
But the new government is proving to be a much more
effective destroyer of Saakashvili’s cornerstone myths of
democracy, anti-corruption and reliable ally. Based on the
large opposition Saakashvili created over the years (his
adulators seldom noticed how many former colleagues
and allies had given up on him), members of the new government know reality better than Western consumers of
Saakashvili’s propaganda. And ordinary Georgians, living
in that reality, overwhelmingly support the new government and approve its actions as an April National Democratic Institute poll shows.
Democracy. Objective observers had already observed
the improbable turnout figures for Saakashvili’s first election after the “Rose Revolution”. The OSCE described
enough finagling in its2008 report to have given Saakashvili the three or four percentage points he needed to avoid
a runoffelection against a single opposition candidate. In
a case that even the Saakashvili-worshiping media could
not ignore, an anti-government demonstration was suppressed with far more violence (and a remarkable array
of expensive technology, paid for by whom?) than we
have ever seen in Moscow. Critical media outlets were
squashed – in one famous case, by armed police in midbroadcast. The media was tightly controlled. Georgia had
political prisoners (the current parliament’s expression,
not mine) in its over-stuffed prisons. Not so “democratic”

after all.
Corruption. Saakashvili eliminated
the Soviet-era traffic police; an organisation that did little but extract bribes
from drivers. A good step indeed.
However, corruption exists in several
forms. There is the low-level highly
visible form of a traffic cop with his
hand out but there is also the higher,
more important but less visible, form
of money disappearing at the top
power levels. We are now hearing
about this in Georgia. Saakashvili’s
elaborate presidential palace is hardly
appropriate for a poor country; neither are his personal expenses. Charges and arrests are coming: two of Saakashvili’s allies; the Mayor of Tbilisi;
a governor. In May the former Prime
Minister and former Health Minister
were arrested; the charges include
election-fixing and several other
crimes. There is a gigantic disparity
between the claimed growth rate and
the staggeringly high unemployment
rate: the survey mentioned above has
nearly 50% claiming to be unemployed and looking for work. I can
think of only two ways high growth
can be consistent with spectacular unemployment rates: either the growth
is a façade of luxury hotels and other
fripperies or corruption and cronyism
have kept themoney locked in a tiny
group of connected people.
Ally. There have long been stories
that Tbilisi was encouraging, training and/or hosting jihadists. Over the
years I have seen assertions that Tbilisi sponsored a conference of jihadists
in 2009. Russian authorities have
claimed that this is happening and so
has a former Georgian parliamentarian; I filed these away in the “possible but not proven” file. In August
2012 several Georgian soldiers were
killed in a firefight; the official story
was that it was an operation against
kidnappers who had infiltrated from
Dagestan in Russia. But today’s Public Defender has a differenttheory: he
says the “armed group, involved in the
clash, was formed, armed and trained
by then leadership of the Georgian
Interior Ministry, which recruited
members of the group mainly from
Chechen exiles by promising them to
give free passage to Russia’s North
Caucasus via Georgia.” Both Prime
Minister Ivanishvili and the US Ambassador (made suddenly wiser by the
Boston Marathon bombing) think this
accusation should be investigated.
Just what would such an investigation
find? And, more interesting, would
any of Saakashvili’s loyal sponsors in
Washington have been aware of this?
And there are more questions still.
Ivanishvili thinks the August 2008
war should be investigated; Saakashvili, of course, does not. Will the
death of Zurab Zhvania be satisfactorily investigated? there are those
who think he was murdered. Will we
ever find out who paid for the significant number of weapons Georgia
acquired under Saakashvili? (Accord-

ing to the widely-used SIPRI Arms
Transfer Database, Georgia received
from Ukraine 12 2S3 152mm selfpropelled guns, 40 BMP-2 IFVs, 23+
BTR-80 APCs, 6 Mi-24P/Mi-35P/
Hind-F combat helicopters, 2 Mi-8/
Mi-17/Hip-H Helicopters, 16 T-72
Tanks, 1 9K33 Osa/SA-8 Mobile
SAM system, 48 9M33/SA-8 Gecko
SAMs. It obtained from the Czech
Republic, over the same time, 55 T-72
tanks, 24 Dana 152mm self-propelled
guns, 6 RM-70 MRLs and 55 guns or
large mortars.) None of these (well,
OK, maybethe HIPs and BTRs) is
appropriate to the alleged purpose of
the US training scheme. Will we ever
learn the inside details of the “Rose
Revolution” that brought Saakashvili
to power in the first place?And how
about Georgia as a conduit of efforts
to de-stabilise Russia? (Fanciful? Go
to the Russian Spectrum website,
read Konstantin Lebedev’s confession and ask yourself, if you think it
credible – but what’s credible these
days?: Georgia has no money, from
where did it get the sums Lebedev is
talking about?) It’s all melting away.
Washington’s schemes for Russia
and its neighbours are not looking so
good now. The “Orange Revolution”
is dead and Ukraine will not be joining NATO (not that Ukrainians ever
wanted to in the first place). The “Tulip Revolution” was always DOA. Putin turns out to have been telling the
truth when he said Chechnya was a
jihadist war. Russians still prefer Putin to the oppositionists by a substantial margin. Moscow has checkmated
the foreign N“G”Os by replicating
Washington’s own law designed at
a time when powerful foreign interests were trying to sway American
opinions. The Russian economy is
still in business. Latest news suggests
Washington has accepted Moscow’s
line on Syria; namely that Assad and
his government cannot be excluded if
there are to be meaningful talks.
And Georgia’s “Rose Revolution”
was a sham: not democratic, not incorruptible, not an ally. Believers
were manipulated. As were the Georgians, who have had a pretty wretched time of it since1989.
And, by the way, before anyone
makes the customary retort (I’ve run
afoul of the Georgia lobby before) no,
I do not work for the KGB, FSB or
any other three-letter Russian acronym, Putin pays me nothing and has
probably never heard of me. What
motivates me is that we not make
Russia intoan enemy because we’re
too stupid to see reality or too arrogant to see anything but our own
reflection in the mirror. The story we
were told about Georgia was false
and the Georgians themselves are
telling us so.
Patrick Armstrong is former Political Counsellor at the Canadian Embassy in Moscow
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By Alexandre Latsa

At the time of the collapse of the Soviet Union, in
1991, America triumphed in the sands of Iraq andannounced the birth of a new world order dominated by
the West. The end of the USSR marked the beginning
of an era in which the Euro-American alliance assumed
unchallenged control of the world’s economic, political,
military and moral order. On the European continent, the
Western alliance seemed destined to gradually incorporate the entire former Soviet world for eternity.
From that moment, the Europeans, freed from Communism, seemed to finally have won the right to join
the Euro-Atlantic community and develop their market
economy. In a world that had become unipolar, they also
appeared to have the right to choose between the West
and the West, between NATO and NATO and between
Coca-Cola and Pepsi.
This myth of the new unipolar world order did not
last very long, however. Only 10 years after its birth, on
11 September 2001, America, the mightiest power the
world has seen, was attacked on its own territory. A year
earlier, in Moscow, another fundamental geostrategic
event took place, although very few analysts paid attention to it at the time: the election of President Vladimir
Putin. That election marked the political birth of a new
Russia.
A few hours after the attacks on the World Trade Center, the Russian president was the very first head of state
to speak to President Bush and offer him political and
military support in the fight against terrorism. Russia,
which at that time was facing an Islamist guerrilla insurgency in the Caucasus and terrorism on its own territory, clearly understood the fundamental importance of
global, comprehensive and long-term cooperation in the
fight against this scourge.
Unfortunately, Russia’s outstretched hand was not
grasped by US strategists. The wars against terrorism –
initiated by America during the last decade in Afghanistan and Iraq but also to a limited extent in Pakistan,
Somalia and indirectly in Libya – did not pay off. Worse,
they have arguably contributed to the weakening of
America’s finances, exacerbated its post-2008 economic
downturn and laid bare the flaws of the Western financial system. Moreover, all the above-mentioned military
interventions have increased the diplomatic isolation
of the United States. Meanwhile, the regional wars that
were triggered in the Muslim world did not prevent terrorism from proliferating in America, Europe and elsewhere in the world.
Indeed, the world seems to be inexorably entering a
multipolar paradigm – one in which regional organizations are playing a greater role and want to conduct independent policies.But nobody knows what this change
will bring or what this new world order will look like.
Parallel to the expansion of NATO, projects in which
America is not directly involved have emerged that point
to embryonic pan-European collaboration.A significant
such development is the growing economic, energy and
political integration between Paris, Berlin and Moscow.
We are witnessing a marked reduction of tensions, driven by Russia’s proposals for a European security architecture that would be independent of NATO.
Further to the east, a Russo-Chinese alliance seems
to be taking shape. The integration between these two
superpowers is growing in the political, economic, energy and military fields, particularly in the context of
anti-terrorism activities conducted through the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization,which is slowly becoming a
“Eurasian NATO.”
In this new multilateral paradigm, Russia has become
a key economic partner for the European Union, a privileged partner of China and a very active member of the
group of countries known as the BRICS.
A new strategic deal could have been struck between
the Americans, Europeans and Russians in the wake of
the dissolution of the Warsaw pact in the 1990s. Unfortunately that was not to be, owing mainly to the advance
of NATO to Russia’s border and pro-Western putsches –
poetically labelled “color revolutions” – in the countries
of the former Soviet Union. More recently, Washington
has pushed ahead with its missile defense shield deployment, riding roughshod over Moscow’s objections.
Yet just as in 2001, Russia has once again affirmed its
support for the US in the wake of the Boston terrorist
attacks. Building on this new momentum, US strategists
should finally acknowledge that Russia is not the Soviet
Union and that America should work with it in an alliance against terrorism and totalitarianism. Could there
be a more fitting tribute to the sacrifices made by both
countries in the Second Word War?
Alexandre Latsa is a French journalist and blogger
for Dissonance
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